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Abstract

Self Lubricating Components

N. Levin Bjärnlid, T. Melin, S. Tidén, D. Quist, F. Selenius Larsson

The tribological and mechanical properties are of great importance for a material’s
lifetime, since it is highly dependent on these two factors. The purpose of this report
was to examine suitable solid lubricants for Erasteel, a company that manufactures
hot isostatic pressed high speed steels, that will enhance the tribological properties of
their steels without worsening the mechanical properties. Solid lubricants can be used
to make a material self lubricating which is desirable in certain applications. Since the
steel composite is manufactured through powder metallurgy and hot isostatic
pressing, the solid lubricants were required to be compatible with this manufacturing
process. The research was conducted through literature studies. The five additives,
which were deemed suitable for the limitations given by Erasteel, were molybdenum
disulfide, tungsten disulfide, hexagonal boron nitride, copper and a lead-tin-silver
combination. Neither was found to be superior in every area discussed, therefore
several combinations of multiple additives were suggested. 
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1 Introduction

To reduce friction and wear between two tribological materials, a shear-accommodating layer between the
two surfaces can be introduced. The most common way of doing this is to add a liquid lubricant between
the two wear surfaces. There are however certain areas where liquid lubricants are unsuitable: in high or low
temperature environments, in vacuum where liquids easily evaporate or in environments with high standards
of hygiene. In these conditions, solid lubricants could be a better solution.

The purpose with this report was to determine a suitable additive to Erasteel’s hot isostatic pressed powder
steel to give it self lubricating properties. The essential part of self lubrication is that the lubricant is an
integral part of the material that is exposed to abrasion. No oil or other additive should be added to the
surface. No other component should be added to the system to sustain it. A self lubricating system should
be completely independent and not rely on external sources.

The advantage of a solid self lubricating system is the fact that no additional oils or additives are needed.
The need for maintenance lubrication disappears completely. This is particularly useful when the lubricant
is used in areas where maintenance lubrication is expensive or impossible to implement without the removal
of the component. Solid lubricants are also less sensitive for changes in temperature. There are examples of
solid lubricant systems that work in temperatures above 1000◦C.[1] Solid lubricants do not require gaskets
since there are no liquids that needs to be kept in place. The disadvantages of solid lubricants are that
they usually have a higher coefficient of friction than regular oils, the friction heat that is generated can
not be transported away in a simple manner and the corrosion protection is lower than with liquid lubricants.

There are two groups of materials that can be used as solid lubricants in the premises set in this report,
lamellar materials and soft metal films, and they work in different ways. Lamellar materials consist of planes
of atoms that are strongly bonded together within the planes but only has weak bonds between the planes.
When these materials are subject to shearing forces, the weak bonds will break and the material will shear
easily, resulting in a low friction coefficient. Soft metals will smear on the surface when the component is
subjected to tribological loading. The lowering of the friction coefficient that occurs for a component with
a soft metal as a lubricant is the result of a lowering of the critical shear stress in the contact areas without
an increase in contact area. Soft metals perform well in regular sliding bearings where there is a risk of
lubricant loss or a significant cutting risk at starting and stopping in the machinery.[1]
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2 Method

The research was conducted through extensive studies of published articles and literature on the subject of
solid lubrication. No experimental testing was performed during the project. This procedure was chosen
because the subject of self lubrication was unexplored by both the authors and Erasteel.

The research process started with general search about self lubricating components. The searches were
mainly made on Web of Science, Google scholar, Scopus and the digital library of Uppsala University. Initial
use of broad search terms like “self lubricating”, “solid lubricators” and “self lubricating steel” led to relevant
articles on the topic. Based on these articles a couple of interesting components were chosen in consultation
with the technical supervisor, Staffan Jacobson. These components were then researched more thoroughly
to find those that fitted the limitations and requirements from Erasteel best. From these results, a few
materials were chosen based on their compatibility with high speed steel and how they affected the friction
coefficient and wear rate in experiments.

The restrictions used when searching was given by Erasteel. The components had to meet the following
requirements:

• The surface provides the contact with lubricant

• Powder Metallurgical high speed steel (HSS) was the intended matrix for the additive

• No need for supply of lubricant

• Consolidation of the steel matrix should not be hindered or worsened significantly by the additive

The options of additives were further limited by the following restrictions:

• No coatings

• No triboconditioning 1

• No particles as additives in lubricants

• No sintering 2

The manufacture process that Erasteel uses is called hot isostatic pressing (HIP). Heat and a high pressure
is applied to consolidate the steel powder. The study was intended to find additives that worked with the
steel in this process. However, information about self lubricating additives in a powder steel based matrix
consolidated with HIP could not be found. Therefore the authors, with the approval of Erasteel, chose to
focus on additives that have been studied in sintering processes instead.

1 Apply a coating by mechanical work and chemical reactions.
2 A heat treatment to consolidate powder without preassure.
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3 Results

In this section research on the selected additives are presented. The additives are the lamellar materials
Molybdenum disulfide, Tungsten disulfide, hexagonal boron nitride and the soft metals Lead-Tin-Silver and
Copper. The exclusion of graphite in this study is also motivated.

3.1 Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2)

Molybdenum disulfide is a widely used solid lubricant for many applications. This is because of its layer-
structure. One layer exists of interconnecting trigonal prisms with molybdenum occupying the center and
sulfur acting as ligands (see figure 1). Layers interact with van der Waals forces between sulfur atoms which
are significantly weaker than the covalent bonds inside the layers. Therefore the layers can slip with ease,
resulting in a low coefficient of friction which gives molybdenum disulfides its lubricating properties.[2]

Figure 1: Ball-stick model of the structure of a transition metal dichalcogenide.

Several studies have been done using powder metallurgy to create steel composites containing molybdenum
disulfide as solid lubricant, with results indicating it is a good candidate for reducing friction and wear for
high speed steels (HSS). A typical tribological test is made with a pin in contact with the tested surface
with a certain load and a certain sliding speed. Depending on the experimental setup, the friction coefficient
and wear reduction differed. This means that the optimal amount MoS2 and how much wear and friction
is reduced will vary. However, it is possible to observe trends and study overall properties that the solid
lubricant will have in a specific matrix.

Molybdenum disulfide is commonly used with bronzes and has been shown to provide good lubricating
properties. However, when mixed with iron there is a high possibility of reduced effectiveness because of
reactions between the sulfur and the matrix. The impact of this on molybdenum disulfides ability to provide
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lubricating properties is difficult to estimate since the formed sulfides have shown varying properties.

MoS2 partly decomposes at usual sintering and HIP temperatures (around 900◦C) [3]. However, it still
provides good mechanical and lubricating properties to the steel composite [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. As MoS2
dissociates various complex sulfides are formed [3, 10, 11, 12]. FeS and FeMo2S2 and Fe1.25Mo6S7.7 are some
examples. Which sulfides that form depends greatly on processing temperatures and alloying elements in
the matrix. Some of the sulfides can provide good lubricating properties, although not as good as MoS2,
while other sulfides do not.[3]

Several chromium sulfides can form [10] and have been shown to have a low coefficient of friction [13] which
functions well with molybdenum disulfides ability to reduce wear in dry sliding, providing the sought after
properties to the steel. If the molybdenum is not a part of the formed sulfides, it is dispersed in the matrix
which increases hardness due to solid solution hardening.[4]

Table 1: Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis results of sintered steel samples containing 5.7 wt.%
MoS2. Sintered for 60 minutes. (Source: [3])

Sintering temperature (◦C) Wt.% of Mo into the matrix
750 0.0
850 1.2
900 2.4
950 3.1
1050 3.0
1150 3.2

A study using 5.7 wt.% MoS2 in an alloyed steel showed that over half of the molybdenum had dispersed into
the matrix after being sintered at 950◦C for one hour, (see table 1). [3] A potential risk with those results
are that the molybdenum disulfide primarily provided good lubricating properties due to increased hardness
when it is dispersed in the steel and therefore lowering the wear rate of the material. The steels that are
used in these studies are not as hard as a high speed steels. The increase in hardness and therefore the
reduction of wear rate might only happen in the less alloyed steel, which would result in MoS2 not providing
the expected lubricating properties to a high speed steel if it decomposes. This risk is also important to
consider when using other metal sulfides such as WS2 that is discussed in the next section of the report.

Several studies have shown that molybdenum disulfide enhances sinterability and the densification process
during sintering of steel composites.[7, 8, 9] Densification leads to improved mechanical properties which is
a factor to consider when determining why molybdenum disulfides provides its lubricating properties when
prepared with powder metallurgy. Since this does not occur when steel is processed with HIP, the contribu-
tion this mechanism has for the lubrication properties will probably be greatly diminished.

The wear rate of steel with MoS2 as solid lubricant did not change significantly with various amounts of MoS2
ranging between 10 and 20 vol.%.[5] Using a lower MoS2 content might reduce its effects on the composites’
other mechanical properties while maintaining good wear resistance. Molybdenum disulfide has been shown
to easily reorient so layers line up with shear. This shows that using MoS2 grains in the bulk is possible and
that the layers realign to minimize friction and wear. However, the same study suggest that porosity plays a
major role in this mechanism. This might reduce effectivness of solid lubricants with layers-structures when
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prepared with HIP because of the lower porosity.[14]

Based on current literature, there are no solid lubricants which greatly reduces both coefficient of friction
(COF)3 and wear 4 in multiple operating conditions. A solution to that might be a mixture of two solid
lubricants which each provides one of the properties. A combination of MoS2 and inert hexagonal boron
nitride (h-BN) has been shown to reduce both wear and friction.[4] Results are covered in more detail under
the h-BN section.

3.2 Tungsten disulfide (WS2)

Another transition metal dichalcogenide of particular interest is WS2. It is chemically very similar to MoS2
since WS2 also forms a hexagonal crystal structure with covalent bonds within the layers and weak van der
Waals bonds between the layers explaining its lubricating effects (see figure 1). A difference between MoS2
and WS2 is that WS2 forms a harder layer.[15] WS2 is also widely used as a solid lubricant, although more
often applied as a powder or grown in layers on the surface of the steel than used as an additive in steel
powder. Nonetheless, studies published on the lubricating effects of WS2 coatings show the potential of the
substance. When WS2 was added to a steel surface with ion beam mixing the tests measured a coefficient
of friction as low as 0.01 in vacuum. The same study found that a sputter deposition of WS2 created a
composite with a COF of 0.04 in vacuum and 0.07 in air. [16] Other articles measured coatings with COF
as low as 0.02.[17] However, WS2 decomposes at a temperature of 1200◦C which must be considered when
the steel is heat treated.[18]

The measured friction coefficient varied between studies depending on the way WS2 had been added to the
steel, but the trend was that WS2 formed a lubricating tribolayer that decreased the friction of the material,
and that the lowest measured friction was found to be in vacuum. This is expected since air provides oxygen
for partial oxidation of the WS2 in the tribolayer. Oxidation occur at the sides of the WS2 layers where
dangling bonds5 easily react with oxygen to form abrasive oxides like WO3.[19] This could result in a slightly
higher COF. Yet, these values are considered satisfying. However, not all studies found WO3 to have any
considerable impact on the lubricating abilities of WS2. It has been theorized that the WO3 can get em-
bedded in regions of the easily sheared WS2 reducing the abrasive effect one could expect of the oxides.[20]
Furthermore, a self lubricating composite will replace the oxidized tribolayer with new material as it is
abraded which in turn will decrease the oxidizing problems coatings of WS2 otherwise has. The drawback of
this is that the surface would not be pure WS2 but have other elements embedded in the tribolayer causing
a considerably higher friction than a surface treatment.

It is of importance to examine the appearance of the formed tribolayer since it is not certain the lubricant
and other substances will be homogeneously distributed. The result could very well affect the anti-wear
properties of the final composite. One study found that when the steel was abraded the resulting tribolayer
had a layered structure, see figure 2. The tribolayer varied in thickness from 30 nm to 200 nm depending
on the testing temperature (40◦C and 100◦C respectively) and the WS2 was found to be spread evenly at
the higher temperature but not at the lower.[21] It should be mentioned that this study used WS2 dispersed
in oil for better lubricating properties, which probably affected the resulting tribolayer structure to some

3 A value of the force pressing two bodies together and the ratio of friction between them.
4 The amount of material abraided.
5 Free electrons.
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extent. Yet, this shows the possible complexity of the formed tribolayer.

Figure 2: A schematic picture of the layered tribolayer resulting of self lubricating WS2 composite. (Source:[21])

It has been shown that a composite containing 10% WS2 in the matrix of a high alloyed steel called M50
had improved lubricating properties compared with a M50 steel without additives from room temperature
up to 400◦C in air. The composite had a COF which was a few percent lower than the COF of M50. The
property that improved the most when adding WS2 was the wear rate, which decreased with a factor of six.
The worn surface of the composite was covered by island-like films containing WS2. The films and the wear
debris formed over 400◦C contained WO3 which counteracted some of the lubricating effect of the remaining
WS2, resulting in a slightly lower decrease of wear rate and the friction of the tribolayer.[22] In comparison
with surface treated steels the friction coefficient was surprisingly high. Comparing with surface treatments
shows how well the tested tribolayer worked. This raises the question if the right proportions of additives
were used and what could have been done to improve this property.

Another study examining the wear rate and friction of WS2 compared to hexagonal BN as additives in stain-
less 18/10 steel showed similar results with a significantly lowered wear rate for the sample with WS2.[23] At
certain testing speeds the measured friction coefficient was much lower than the reference of regular stainless
steel, indicating that an optimization of the composite in relation to the operating conditions should be done
and can lead to improved results of both friction and wear resistance.

To retain the lubricating properties at elevated temperatures (up to 800◦C) ZnO could be added to the
composite. ZnO reacts with WO3 and forms ZnWO4 which has better lubricating properties compared to
WO3. When adding these solid lubricants, the COF decreased while the wear rate was not substantially
affected. At 800◦C the composite with 10% WS2 and 10% ZnO had a COF 40% lower than the COF of
M50 steel (with no additives). The wear rate of the composite increased a few percent between room tem-
perature up to 400◦C, at higher temperatures the wear rate decreased a few percent.[22] The biggest issue
with this composite is that it consists of 20% solid lubricants which degrades other mechanical properties.
In comparison with a sample of only the WS2 that also reduced the COF and wear, the sample with ZnO
lowered the COF but slightly increased the wear. If the amount of ZnO was lower or the relation of ZnO
and WS2 was optimized, the composite would probably get improved lubricating properties since the wear
rate and friction would decrease.
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Another aspect of WS2 that needs to be considered is the allotrope referred to as IF-WS2 (Inorganic fullerene-
like WS2) discovered in 1992. These are nanoparticles of WS2 sheets folded into themselves like a layered ball,
eliminating the dangling bonds at the sides of WS2 sheets and thus greatly reducing the chemical reactivity of
the substance. IF-WS2 has been shown to function well as additives in lubricating oils[24] despite losing the
properties of easily shearing when forming the closed structure. The exact lubricating mechanism of these
particles are unknown to the authors. One study on a IF-WS2 coating found the particles to get stuck on
the surface of the treated aluminum matrix and reducing direct contact between the aluminum and a Si3N4

bearing ball in a friction test.[25] Another study found a different lubricating mechanism: that outer layers of
the IF-WS2 particles are worn off and thus regain their shearing abilities, forming a lubricating tribolayer.[26]

Experiments have found the IF-WS2 particles to be very shock resistant, keeping the fullerene-like form up
to around 25 GPa[27]. As far as temperature stability goes the particles seem to decompose into platelets
somewhere in the range of 1050◦C and 1350◦C, which is a fairly wide temperature interval spanning over
possible heating temperatures of the high speed steel.[28] If the particles decompose at 1050◦C then this
allotrope is unsuitable for Erasteel’s current heating process. If not, the allotrope should be stable during
the HIP process. The lubricating properties of such a composite is to the authors knowledge unknown.

3.3 Hexagonal Boron Nitride (h-BN)

Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is a crystal form of boron nitride. h-BN is, just like graphite, WS2 and
MoS2, a lamellar structure consisting of hexagonal sheets with strong bonds between the boron and nitrogen
atoms within the sheet but weaker bonds between the sheets (see figure 3). The inter-sheet bonds consists
of weak van der Waals bonds. This structure is easily sheared when a shearing force is applied parallel to
the sheets. h-BN has been shown to perform well in room temperature and at elevated temperatures [29],
has good lubricity in water [30] and since its melting point is around 3000◦C, it will not melt during the
heating process.

Figure 3: Ball-stick model of the structure of hexagonal boron nitride.

The concentration of h-BN has been proven to be important for the wear rate and friction coefficient of the
finished components.[31] Studies have shown that a lower friction coefficient can be obtained by increasing
the amount of h-BN in the steel matrix as shown in figure 4. However, the hardness of the material decreased
and the wear rate increased with a higher concentration of h-BN, figure 5. It was shown that the sintering
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temperature also plays a part in the resulting properties of the material. Experiments conducted showed
that an increase in temperature resulted in an increased hardness, a decreased COF and a decreased wear
rate. The hardness of the tested samples were much lower than that of the pure steel. The wear rates were
significantly increased for the samples containing higher concentrations of h-BN as can be seen in figure
4. This was because unreacted h-BN caused the steel powder to not properly consolidate. This was a less
significant problem at higher temperatures since the steel powder consolidated better.

Figure 4: The effects that sintering temperature and h-BN concentration has on (a) Friction coefficient and (b) the
specific wear rate. (Source:[31])

Figure 5: The resulting Brinell hardness of the different samples at different sintering temperatures and h-BN
concentrations.(Source:[31])

Another contributing factor to the increase in hardness was that a liquid boron phase was formed at sin-
tering temperatures of 1200◦C and higher, in the border between the h-BN particles and the steel powder.
This molten phase helped reduce the number of pores and the consolidation increased. It did however not
contribute to the lubricity of the sample. Even though the hardness increased with increased temperature,
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the hardness was still substantially lower than that of the pure steel. In the case of HIPing the consolidation
problem should be less distinguished since the process consolidates the powder better.[31]

The conclusion of the same study was that the lowest coefficient of friction occurred at 20% h-BN and a
sintering temperature of 1200◦C. This temperature seemed to be the limit before a significant liquid boron
phase was formed that interfered with the lubrication properties of the h-BN. A later study by the same
authors compared 10%, 15% and 20% h-BN samples with 10%, 15% and 20% MoS2 samples at 1200◦C since
this seemed to be the most advantageous temperature for h-BN. This study showed that the h-BN reduced
the COF and increased the wear rate while the MoS2 increased the COF but had a lower wear rate. As can
be seen in figure 6 the COF for 20% h-BN is superior toward every other sample but the wear rate is also
substantially larger than all the other samples.[5]

Figure 6: A comparison between the COF and the wear rate of h-BN added steel and MoS2 added steel. (Source:[5])

Studies have been conducted with a combination of MoS2 and h-BN in different compositions that have been
compared with samples consisting of pure steel powder. The powder in question was called SS316L and is a
water atomized steel powder. The results show that it is possible to both get a decreased wear rate and a
decreased friction coefficient if one were to mix h-BN and MoS2. These tests were conducted at a sintering
temperature of 1200◦C. The different combinations that were tested are listed in table 2.[4]

Table 2: The composition of the different powder combinations that were tested. (Source: [4])

Nomenclature of composites Composition (vol.%)
361L h-BN MoS2

SS316L 100 – –
SS316L/10%h-BN 90 10 –
SS316L/15%h-BN 85 15 –
SS316L/20%h-BN 80 20 –
SS316L/10%MoS2 90 – 10
SS316L/15%MoS2 85 – 15
SS316L/20%MoS2 80 – 20
SS316L/10%h-BN/MoS2 90 5 5
SS316L/15%h-BN/MoS2 85 7.5 7.5
SS316L/20%h-BN/MoS2 80 10 10
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The result of the study is shown in figure 7 and 8. The study showed that it is possible to attain both a
lowering of the COF and a lowering of the wear rate with a 7.5% h-BN and 7.5% MoS2 combination in the
steel matrix. However, with a higher testing speed, both the COF and the wear rate increased significantly
for the same combination. At the lower testing speed the 15% combination of h-BN and MoS2 has the lowest
wear rate while it simultaneously lowers the COF of the material. At the higher speed the best option seems
to be 10% MoS2 since it lowers the COF and the wear rate. Another option could be 20% MoS2 for the
same reason. This option does however increase the COF.

Figure 7: The friction coefficients and the wear rates of the different samples presented in table 2. (Source:[4])

Figure 8: The measured hardness of the different samples. (Source:[4])

h-BN is only one of several crystal forms of BN. Another form is the extremely hard cubic boron nitride.
This crystal structure is formed when h-BN is exposed to high pressure (5 GPa) and high temperatures
(>1700 ◦C). These parameters do however lie outside of the area of operation during the manufacturing
process, so this reaction should not occur. [32]
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3.4 Lead-Tin-Silver (Pb-Sn-Ag)

Soft metals is a well known and widely used category of solid lubricants.[1] There have been a limited amount
of reports published on their lubrication properties when they form an integral part of the bulk material.
Soft metals are mostly used as coatings when used in lubricating circumstances.

In one study a combination of lead (Pb), tin (Sn) and silver (Ag) was added to a porous metal matrix to
form a interpenetrating network. The metal matrix consisted of sintered high speed steel(M3/2). A high
porosity was achieved by mixing a pore-forming agent with the steel powder before sintering. Pb-Sn-Ag were
infiltrated to the pores in a liquid state by using a high-pressure furnace. The solid lubricant was not added
to the steel powder before sintering to avoid oxidation of the soft metals.[33]

The coefficient of friction and wear rate were tested for the HSS-composites with different amounts of Pb-Sn-
Ag and although all different composites showed improved lubricating properties at elevated temperatures
(from room temperature up to 800◦C) the composite with 15 vol.% lubricant showed the best lubricating
properties. At high temperatures Pb, Sn and Ag starts to melt, which makes it possible for the lubricant to
move through the pores and get in contact with the steel and counter surface. With amounts higher than 15
vol.% lubricant the wear rate increased and the COF decreased. The decrease of COF was not as significant
as the increase of the wear rate and therefore the optimal amount of Pb-Sn-Ag in this study was 15 vol.%.[33]

These experiments can be used to somewhat predict how a soft metal lubricant in the bulk could work.
Erasteel uses hot isostatic pressing so there are no pores that molten soft metal alloy can fill. One reason
to use the “interpenetrating network” method was that at high temperatures, the soft metals would oxidize.
This is no problem for Erasteel since the heat treatment occurs in a oxygen free environment. A mixing
of soft metal powder and steel powder could prove to be a viable option. It is however uncertain whether
enough soft metal will disperse to the surface and form a functional tribofilm. It is also undetermined if the
soft metal will form a solid solution with the iron matrix.

3.5 Copper (Cu)

Copper is a soft metal with very low solubility in iron. The two elements do not react, but the solved Cu
causes a slight lattice distortion and hardens the material. With enough Cu the alloy can be precipitation
hardened. The inclusions of Cu can then act as a lubricant when the steel is abraded, forming a protective
tribolayer. The process of this formation is visualized in figure 9.

A study in 2011 examined the wear and friction of a steel alloy Fe-12Cr-0.3C-4Mn-xCu (x = 13, 14 and 15)
with the mating material heat-treated AISI 52100 steel (Hv = 845 kg mm−2) in an atmospheric environment
and found the resulting tribolayer to consist mainly of copper oxide and iron oxide. This raises the question
how well copper additions in steel would work in an oxygen free environment.[34] The study also found the
amount of copper to play a crucial role on wear rate. The steel alloy with the most copper had the best
mechanical and tribological properties, while a sample with less copper did not form the same protective
tribolayer resulting in both increased wear and friction. However, no reference sample without copper was
used so it is hard to compare copper to other dry lubricants based on this study.
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Figure 9: The smearing of copper precipitates in an iron matrix. a) The initial structure. b) Some of the second
phase particles are instantly squeezed out on the surface when the material is loaded due to subsurface deformation.
c) The copper rich phase is smeared over the surface. d) Enough second phase particles have smeared over the surface
to form a protective film.(Source:[34])

No other study of copper added in the steel bulk as a lubricant was found, but instead there are several
studies examining the tribological properties of steel coated with copper. Even though Erasteel is not inter-
ested in a surface treatment of the steel, it is assumed a well functioning copper based coating would reflect
the results of the self sustaining tribolayer the steel composite would form. The copper coating lowered the
friction coefficient, but not anywhere close to as much as we have seen other substances like MoS2 and WS2
do.[35] The wear of the copper coating was also lower than that of the reference steel. It can also be worth
mentioning that such a copper coating can successfully be obtained using additive manufacturing.[36]

It is possible to further improve the wear resistance of the copper coatings by using other additives like
h-BN and MoS2.[37, 38] The wear and friction of a coating of Cu/MoS2 is compared to pure copper and an
uncoated high speed steel in figure 10. It shows that an addition of MoS2 to the copper lowers the friction
coefficient and the wear of the material. The physical explanation of this is that the additive acts as solid
lubricants. Since this is the effect we want for the steel one might ask if copper is a necessary additive at all
if it in itself is lubricated by these layer structured materials.

Since an addition of copper yielded positive results it would be of interest for Erasteel to further examine
this alternative. There is however a possible technological issue that needs to be investigated. Two reports
have been found to combine copper and steel together as two layers by a HIP process. [39, 40] One analyzed
copper-aluminum alloys HIPed at temperatures between 980◦C and 1050◦C and found that the joints be-
tween steel and copper were equally good over the full temperature range, but the copper alloy had better
dynamic mechanical properties when HIPed at 1050◦C.[39] The other analyzed a copper-0.5%Zr alloy HIPed
at 1035◦C and 140 MPa. It showed that the HIPed copper was pore-free and that the joint where the copper
and steel powders mixed together were stronger than pure copper. The test also showed that HIPing copper
at 1050◦C instead of 1035◦C only has a limited grain growth.[40] Since both reports have analyzed copper as
an own layer and not in bulk with the steel they have kept under copper’s melting temperature. No conclu-
sion on how the copper will react when HIPed mixed with the steel and at higher temperatures has been made.
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Figure 10: A comparison between (a) the friction coefficients and (b) the wear of Cu coated, Cu/MoS2 and untreated
high speed steel in a study.(Source:[38])

The solubility of copper in steel is very low at low to intermediate temperatures and there is a risk that a
component made from a powder mixture will precipitation harden with time as the component is used. This
means that the copper in the material will diffuse and form bigger precipitates in the steel. Since copper
is softer than the high speed steel, these precipitates can act as pores, initiating cracks easier under load.
This effect is temperature dependent and quite slow at low working temperatures so it should not pose any
problems for the component.

3.6 The exclusion of graphite

Graphite is often used as a solid lubricant for its cheapness and availability combined with an often low
friction coefficient. A necessary condition for graphite to be lubricating is that the environment is humid (e.g.
air), which reduces the material’s shear strength to satisfying levels.[41] The major problem in this instance
however is that since the carbon atoms making up the graphite diffuses too quickly into the surrounding
iron matrix during the HIP process to remain in its layered form, the lubricating ability of graphite is lost.
Therefore, we have chosen not to recommend this otherwise popular lubricating substance in this report.
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4 Discussion

Very few studies treat solid lubricants processed with HIP. Therefore studies using sintering also had to be
analyzed. Since tribology is an area of research that relies heavily on experimental results and not so much on
theoretical studies, the lubricants might not behave as expected under different processing conditions. There
are a lot of factors that are specific to the experimental set up and not on the materials tested. Because of
these parameters affecting the tribological results, specific data from different studies can not be compared
directly. The only way to compare two additives would be to have the same experimental set up, including
using the same testing speed, load and countersurface. Furthermore, the iron matrix is also very reactive
with some of the more well known solid lubricants leading to varying results. All this makes it difficult to
compare studies and to reach a proper consensus on which solid lubricant is best for Erasteel.

There are several ways of making a material more resistant to wear and to lower the friction. The choice of
what material is used and how the processing is done determines which of these mechanisms contribute the
most and which can be neglected. When steel is used as a matrix, one way of making it more resistant to
wear is to make the material harder. This can be done by adding more alloying elements. Reducing porosity
will also increase the resistance to wear. These mechanism can contribute to a lower alloyed steel and with
a processing technique that does not achieve 0% porosity.

However, Erasteel has already optimized the amount of alloying elements in the steel so adding more molyb-
denum or tungsten through decomposition of the metal dichalcogenides might only worsen the mechanical
and tribological properties of the steel. This can only be determined by testing the solid lubricants in the
specific matrix and processing they are intended for.

The two sulfides will probably not work at their full potential in the iron matrix but several studies have
shown that they still provide good lubricating properties. There is a risk that the lubricating properties they
bring to the matrix will be reduced in HIPed HSS (as discussed in the two previous paragraphs) but that
needs to be experimentally confirmed under working conditions for the intended application of the component.

Another substance that needs to be experimentally tested is copper. Since there are few studies on the
lubricating effect of copper precipitates in steel, the magnitude of the problems correlated to precipitation
hardening over time is fairly unknown. Thus the processing and the amount of copper in the steel needs
to be optimized by Erasteel. Whether copper is a better lubricant than metal dichalcogenides or not could
not be determined, although a coating with a mixture of copper and MoS2 was found to outperform a pure
copper coating on steel.

In the case of h-BN, the main problem is the significant increase in wear rate. While the COF is steadily
decreased with an increasing amount of h-BN, the wear rate keeps increasing. One of the reasons for this
seems to be that at lower sintering temperatures the consolidation of the steel matrix is not completed.
The reason for this seems to be that the non-reactive h-BN particles worsen the sinterability of the steel
powder. Only at higher temperatures above 1200◦C does the formation of a liquid boron phase reduce
this problem. The previous research have however only used sintering. When steel powder is HIPed the
consolidation is increased. The high pressure during the process could be enough to consolidate the steel
matrix without the formation of the liquid phase which did not contribute to the lubricity of the steel. One
should also not forget the significant decrease in hardness that occurs when h-BN is mixed into the steel
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matrix. This will be problematic if the HIP process does not solve this issue. If no other reaction occurs
during the HIP process, the addition of h-BN to the steel should perform well as a self lubricating component.

The combination Pb-Sn-Ag is the least researched lubricant listed in this report. The interesting thing with
a combination of soft metals is that when they are mixed, the melting point could be lowered and this would
result in better lubricity at lower temperatures. Results of the studies looked very promising but raised some
concerns due to the use of Pb and the process forming the composite. Pb is a toxic metal that should be
avoided but it exemplifies the potential of combination of soft metals as lubricants. Adding the lubricant in
a liquid state to a porous steel matrix is very different from hot isostatic pressing a mixed powder, but the
results should be similar.

Since no solid lubricant seem to provide all lubricating properties to the matrix, multiple solid lubricants
combined could improve the lubrication. Several combinations of solid lubricants looks promising but only
a few studies have been done involving two different solid lubricants. However, some combinations have
been tested. One of them being MoS2 together with h-BN that showed some promising results. Experimen-
tal studies on the specific matrix have to be done to determine which of those two combination would be best.

It is also possible to combine Cu with several other solid lubricants. Combinations of Cu combined with
either MoS2 or h-BN have been studied with good results. The studies were done with coatings but shows
the potential of the combinations. Combining Cu with WS2 would likely also show good results but no
studies were found examining this combination. A substance that has been tried with WS2 is ZnO which
showed a decrease in WO3 and could be used if the formation of too much WO3 proves to be a problem.

Fullerene-like nanoparticles like IF-WS2 (or IF-MoS2) lubricates well in coatings or if mixed with mineral
oils. However, since there are no studies of IF-WS2 in sintered metal (other than as an oil-based additive),
the authors can neither recommend nor exclude the additive. The stability of the closed structure seem to
be sufficient to withstand a HIP process, but the lubricating properties of such a material is untested. If one
wishes to compare the fullerene-like allotropes of WS2 with the other additives presented in this article, one
has to do so experimentally.

One solid lubricant could be better but requires too much vol.% to lubricate well and therefore mechanical
properties will be affected too much. Because of this, it might be better to use a solid lubricant that functions
more effectively with lower content. This is unlikely but it is something to consider when optimizing the
amount of solid lubricant that will be used in the steel.

4.1 Comparisons of solid lubricants in different environments

All the presented additives work differently in various environments. This section will present which additive
that the authors find suitable for each environment. In arid environments, where there are few substances
that the lubricants can react with, the recommended substances are MoS2 or WS2. This since they both
have good lubricating properties as long as they are in their original unreacted structure. For a humid
environment, the recommended substances are h-BN or different soft metals. This since h-BN have shown a
good lubricity in water and the soft metals are recommended since their lubricating mechanism is still active
with other substances present. In environments with elevated temperatures the authors recommend the
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substances h-BN and soft metals. Soft metals gets softer the warmer it gets and provides better lubricating
properties because of this softening. h-BN still works at elevated temperatures while there is a risk that the
other presented lamellar materials decomposes.

At room temperature, the recommended substances are h-BN, MoS2 and WS2 since they all have shown
good lubricating properties at room temperature. Cu does also work at room temperatures, but is not
recommended since it works much better at elevated temperatures. In a vacuum environment MoS2 and
WS2 have shown promising results and are therefore recommended. These recommendations are however
made based on data from sintered steel, and the authors can not predict what will happen with the different
substances after the HIP process.

5 Conclusion and recommendations

The purpose of the project was to find a solid lubricant to be added to steel powder to produce a self lubri-
cating steel composite after a hot isostatic process based on current available articles. Using mainly Scopus,
Web of science and the online library of Uppsala University to find information, the candidates proposed
were: MoS2, WS2, h-BN, Cu and a Pb-Sn-Ag combination. The three first share the lubricating mechanism
which is explained by a layered structured that makes the material shear easy. The remaining two are soft
metals which are smeared out between two harder materials and make them slide more easily. The final
composition and structure of the tribolayer is still not fully understood, and might prove important for the
choice of additives.

The effect that the additives have on the steel varies to some extent. MoS2 and WS2 both makes the steel
more wear resistant and slightly reduces the friction coefficient, while addition of h-BN lowers the friction
coefficient but makes the material more susceptible to frictional wear. Therefore, it should be possible to
combine addition of h-BN with MoS2 to tailor the self lubricating properties of the steel to the final prod-
uct. The combination of h-BN and MoS2 have been shown to lower both the COF and the wear rate. An
optimization of the different percentages is however suggested. In environments with available oxygen atoms
WS2 will oxidize and form WO3, so it is not recommended as an additive to high speed steel made to be
used in air. A specific percentage of additives has not been proposed but is instead recommended to be
optimized experimentally.

To summarize Cu as an additive, it has been shown to have positive effects on the wear resistance and
antifriction properties of high speed steel. If it is a better lubricant than other layered structured materials
is unclear, though it is possible to combine with these materials to achieve better results than if the tribolayer
consists of pure Cu. Furthermore Cu poses a minor risk to the components mechanical properties over time
due to its low solubility in steel. Yet, Cu seems like a functioning dry lubricant worth testing further,
especially if one wants to know if it outperforms MoS2, h-BN or WS2 in itself or if a mixture might be
optimal.
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